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INCOME MOBILITY IN SPAIN: HOW MUCH IS THERE?

Universidad de Vigo

Traditional cross-sectional research is unable to measure the degree of income mobility in an income
distribution. Using !ongitudina! data and v ~ r i o u sincoole stabi!ity indices, this p q e r n?e2sures the
level of permanent inequality (immobility) in Spain for the period 1985-92. Results indicate that the
transitory component of inequality is large and the level of income mobility increases over time while
income inequality decreases slightly. More stability is found at the top than at the bottom of the
income distribution and the range of the registered movements is rather short.

Measuring the level of permanent income inequality or income mobility is
complementary to measuring income inequality in a given income distribution.
The social relevance of the extent of mobility in the income distribution is underlined by the fact that it is generally perceived as an essential ingredient in policy
formulation. Moreover, a wide range of people believe in the existence of a certain
trade-off between income inequality and income mobility.
Within industrialized countries, empirical studies reveal that for the United
States (U.S.), a country with high income inequality, the increase of income
inequality during the 1980s and 1990s was accompanied by a rather high level of
permanent inequality or low income mobility (Burkhauser and Poupore, 1996).
Aaberge et al. (1996) show that countries with lower income inequality than the
U.S. such as Sweden, Norway and Denmark register a remarkably similar level
of income mobility. Research on the income distribution in the U.K. (Jarvis and
Jenkins, 1995 and 1996) indicates that after the 1980s, when the increase in
income inequality was especially large, the level of income mobility was, if not
high, higher than that found for the U.S. The Spanish income distribution, in
contrast with that of these countries, experienced a slight decrease in income
inequality during the 1980s (see inter alia Ruiz-Huerta and Martinez, 1994; Ayala
et al., 1995; Alvarez et al., 1996). The interest of measuring income mobility in
Spain is twofold. First, the yet unexplored issue of the degree of income mobility
in Spain will supplement the knowledge on the nature of the distribution of
income in this country. More precisely, an accurate interpretation of the reduction
in income inequality during the 1980s, of large social and political relevance,
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should take account of the evolution of income mobility in the period. Second,
the study of the trend in income mobility over time in a country where income
inequality decreased will add evidence to the discussion of the existence of a tradeoff between income inequality and income mobility.
Up to now and to the best of my knowledge, there are no studies in the literature that have tried to measure the degree or pattern of mobility within the Spanish
income distribution. Studies on income distribution in Spain have concentrated
on the evolution of inequality and poverty over time and have avoided the issue
of intra-distributional mobility. The aim of this paper is to try to give a measure
of the degree and pattern of income mobility of the Spanish income distribution
and to compare the results obtaked with thme ~f =the: c~ur,t:ies (mair,!y the
U.K.) by equalizing equivalence scales and accounting periods.
The data used is the Spanish Household Panel Survey (ECPF).' This dataset
contains information on a continuous income variable which includes all monetary household income in a quarter and a wide range of household demographic
and socioeconomic characteristics. Unlike most of the available panel surveys
[e.g. Panel Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID) for the U.S. or the German SocioEconomic Panel (GSOEP) for Germany] the ECPF is quarterly based. While
annual panels permit the comparison between annual, biannual and even ten-year
income mobility they are unable to consider any period shorter than a year.
Shorter than annual accounting periods for income can provide an interesting
contrast in terms of the persistence of a given household welfare situation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to
the measurement of income mobility in Spain using intuitive and simple measures
of mobility and comparing results with those obtained for other countries. In this
sense, currently existing difficulties for research on these issues due to the lack of
adequate data are overcome by taking advantage of the quarterly interview structure of the Spanish Household Panel Survey (ECPF). Section 3 looks at the
changes of income mobility in time and relates them to the evolution of income
inequality. Finally, in Section 4, the pattern of the income mobility is studied in
detail in order to determine from where and to where income movements take
place. The last section concludes.

High mobility is compatible with inequality stability or instability as well as
with high or low income growth. This means that measuring the level of mobility
in the income distribution complements results on inequality through time. Two
crucial issues in the study on income mobility are the actual definition of the
income variable, i.e. what does income actually include; net or gross income;
he ECPF (Encuesta Continua de Presupuestos Familiares) or Spanish Household Panel Survey
is a quarterly rotating panel survey conducted in Spain since 1985 by the Spanish Statistical Office
(INE). Its primary aim is to provide information on household budgets in order to adapt weights on
the goods which form the representative bundle in the calculation of retail price indices. The sample
consists of 20,985 different households who are observed between one and eight times between the
first quarter of 1985 and the last quarter of 1992, both inclusive (see Figure Al). The maximum
interview period of a household is two years (eight quarters).

monetary or non-monetary income; etc. . . . , and the income accounting period.
A further issue is the use of household or individual income. We assume that
household income is equally shared so that our variables of interest are equivalent
income per household and equivalent income per person, depending on the weight
we give to each household observed.
In this study, disposable income is equivalent (using a McClements or OECD
scale) household income before housing costs. The definition of income includes
employment and self-employment income, income from regular transfers (including pensions and unemployment benefits), investment income and all other household incomes. It excludes social insurance contributions, and it is net of pay-asyou-earn iaxes. Zani6 (1998) provides some resuiis on ihe ecreci of income
mobility of the use of different equivalence scales. The lowest mobility levels are
obtained at values of the elasticity of equivalized income to household size
(Buhmann et al., parameter s) around 0.7. The OECD scale mean estimated value
for the Spanish sample is 0.77 while the McClements is slightly lower. Thus results
should approximate a lowest bound for income mobility.
Most studies on income dynamics underline the importance of the accounting period in the measurement of the instability of individual or household
income. If there are random movements up and down the income distribution,
the increase in the length of the accounting period will increase the persistence or
stability of income over time and therefore, will reduce the apparent poverty rate.
Also, the income inequality literature highlights the importance of the accounting
period in the measurement of inequality, indicating that the increase in the length
of time in which income is measured reduces the level of observed income
inequality. Both effects are due to the fact that averaging incomes over time
lessens the degree of dispersion in the population and hence reduces the proportion of individuals or households appearing in the tails of the income distribution. With respect to the income accounting period, a sensitivity analysis is
undertaken for each of the measures considered and special accounting periods
are chosen in order to compare results with those obtained for other countries.
In the following sections two groups of results are discussed: results for Spain
for which no comparisons with other countries are undertaken and results for
Spain calculated for comparisons with other cou~ltries(mainly with the U.K.).

2.1. A First Measure: The Correlation Coeficient
Let us begin by the most straightforward measure: the correlation coefficient.
This measure indicates the relationship between amounts of income in two subsequent periods. In a first approach to the problem, we have considered equivalized income and logged equivalized income as the relevant variables. In terms
of samples, the coefficient is calculated for both measures for different income
accounting periods' and for a constant sample.
As expected, results in Table 1 indicate that the increase in the accounting
period increases the correlation coefficient betvieen household income at t and at
t - 1 using a balanced panel (constant sample results). The increase is larger from
2Given attrition, sample sizes for different periods differ.
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TABLE 1
INCOME
MOBILITY:THE CORKFLATION
COEFFICIENT

Households, OECD Scale

Individuals, McClements Scale

Constant
Sample
(4,423 obs.)
Accounting Period

Y

Log(Y)

Y

Log(Y)

Constant
Sample
(11,812 obs.)

Y

Log(Y)

Y

Log(Y)

Quarter
(No. observations)
Two quarters
(No observations)
Three quarters
(No. observations)
Year
(No. observations)
Quarter (Year waves)*
(No. observations)
Note: Y is income and Log(Y) is logged income.
* Income here is defined as household or individual equivalent income in a given quarter and the
coefficient of correlation is calculated for the households' first interview quarter and the same quarter
in the subsequent year.

quarterly to six-month income than thereafter. This equalizing effect is caused by
within-period mobility. As shorter periods of time are considered in the measurement of individual or household income, the smaller the under-estimation of
within-period mobility.
Table 1 also shows the effect of the timing of the interview in the panel on the
values of the correlation coefficient. For a quarterly income accounting period,
interviews a year apart register a 6.8 percent lower correlation coefficient than
interviews with a time gap of three months (0.816 to 0.760).
Results on this correlation coefficient can be compared to those obtained for
the U.K. by Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) (for Spanish comparable results see Table
l).' The U.K. results for single yearly waves using a monthly income accounting
period oscillate between 0.56 to 0.69 depending on the waves considered. For the
ECPF, the correlation coefficient of individual income between a given moment
and a year later goes from 0.64 to 0.77 depending on the waves con~idered.~
If quarterly income data underestimate within-period mobility (month), a first
conclusion could be that the level of equivalent income mobility in Spain and in
the U.K. is within a similar range.
' ~ h e s eauthors use data from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS). Their definition of
income is monthly after tax equivalent individual income using a McClements scale. Using the ECPF
with a BHPS structure, we have used quarterly household income (the shortest receipt period available) between waves a year apart. In terms of resembling their income definition, we have equivalized
income using the McClements scale and we have divided households into individuals. The individuals
considered are those whose households are observed to have the same number of members during all
interviews (87 percent of households in the data). The final sample of individuals includes 62,187
observations.
4 ~ h0.705
e
result in Table 1 refers to the 1st and 5th interviews, other results can be obtained for
the 2nd and 6th, the 3rd and 7th or the 4th and 8th interviews.

2.2. An Inequality-Based Measure of Income Mobility
In 1978 Shorrocks was the first author to use the correlation between stability
and inequality in order to develop a measure of intra-distributional mobility (see
Shorrocks, 1978b). He asserts that in the income stability research one must consider two basic issues: the degree to which measured income inequality is affected
by the choice of accounting period and the way one characterizes income movements over time.
Shorrocks proposed an index R which is closely linked to the first of these
issues. This index measures the degree to which incomes are equalized as the
accounting period is extended. The index takes advantage of the fact that mperiod inequality can never exceed a weighted sum of the single period inequality
values where weights w, represent the proportion of the aggregate m-period
income received in period k (wL= pk/p). Therefore, cumulating incomes over time
tends to reduce inequality. R has a simple interpretation, can be applied consistently and takes values between 0 and 1. A value of 0 means a complete equalization of incomes over the longer accounting period and a value of 1 means no
equalization as the accounting period grows.
Thus, the impact of the length of the accounting period on measured
inequality can be summarized by the ratio:

in which the "long-run" inequality value I(Y) is expressed as a proportion of the
weighted average "short-run" inequality value I(Yk). The inequality measure used
in the calculation of R should be a convex function of relative incomes (almost
all inequality measures meet this restriction).
The advantage of R is that it can also be regarded as a measure of the degree
to which the incomes of individuals change over time: the degree of mobility or
income stability. This is because if income movements are seen in terms of their
impact on measured inequality, as the accounting period is lengthened incomes
tend to be equalized. If R = 1, there is complete immobility and if R = 0, there is
complete mobility in the data. Clearly, the lower R, the more mobility there is. R
captures the main features of movements within the income distribution without
imposing any particular theoretical structure on the data. R can also be considered a measure of "permanent inequality." The larger the value of R, the larger
the permanent component of a set of income inequality measures. Thus R equals
0.90 indicates that 90 percent of the average level of inequality estimated each
quarter persists over the 2 year period.
Within R, however, various immobility indices are contained depending on
the measure of inequality used to calculate it. The Gini inequality index is less
sensitive than other indices to tail observations. This implies that it is most sensitive to differences in income between observations in the middle of the distribution. The coefficient of variation or the Theil entropy measure of inequality are
more sensitive to differences at the top of the distribution relative to differences at
the bottom or the middle.5 The value of R using the Gini should then be higher
his is due to the use of differences between household income and mean household income in
the calculation of these indices.
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TABLE 2
BALANCEDPANEL(CONSTANTSAMPLE),SPAIN AND UK

Household-OECD

Scale

Individual-McClements

Spain

Scale

U.K.

Spain

R (Gini) R (Theil) R (C.V.)

R (Gini)

R (Theil) R (C.V.)

R (Gini) R (Theil)

(11,812)

(11812)

(7,910)

(7,910)

0.95

0.87

(7,910)

(7,910)

One quarter
Two quarters
Three quarters
Four quarters
Fwe quarters
SIXquarters
Seven quarters
E~ghtquarters
Nme quarters

Observations
Monthly Income*
(yearly waves)
Ouarterly Income**
Yearly Income***
Yearly Incomea**
(yearly waves)
no.of'observations

(4,429)

(4.429)

(4,429)

-

-

-

0.95

0.88

-

-

-

-

(4,429)

(4,429)

-

0.95

0.89

0.97
(11.812)

0.94
(11,812)

(1,812)

-

-

Note: Results for Spain are calculated using the ECPF. Results for the U.K. are taken from Jarvis and Jenkins
(1996).
*Income here is defined as household or individual equivalent income in a given month and the index is
calculated for the first interview month and the same month in the subsequent year.
**Income here is defined as household or individual equivalent income in a given quarter and the index is
calculated for the first interview quarter and the same quarter in the subsequent year.
*** lncome here is defined as total mdividual equivalent income in a year and the index is calculated for two
consecutive years.

than those obtained using other indices. Results for Spain (see Figure 1) confirm
this and indicate that "permanent inequality" is higher the more weight given to
middle incomes.
Results for Spain on the R index are presented in Table 2 where, again, a
sub-sample of households is used to form a balanced panel of the ECPF (households who answer all eight interviews). A clear result emerges: the larger the
income accounting period, the more likely a household is to suffer an income
change.
Taking advantage of the results in Table 2 some derivation of the importance
of within-year mobility in Spain can also be made. The inequality-reducing
impact of income mobility is almost double when one considers quarterly income
using the Gini [l - R(Gini)= 0.09 for five quarters considering each wave] than
when one considers quarterly income in yearly waves [1 - R(Gini) = 0.051. Similar
results are obtained using the Theil index: 1 - R(Theil)= 0.21 for five quarters
considering each wave while 1 - R(Thei1) = 0.12 considering quarterly income in
yearly waves. Hence, within-year mobility is rather large. Regarding time periods
of more than a year, results obtained by Benus and Morgan (1975) show that the
comparison of annual income versus two or more years income indicates that the
increase of the accounting period at this period length reduces inequality very
little. In any case, if quarterly or even annual incomes exaggerate the degree of
inequality then, in the extreme, one should use life-time income in order to measure "real inequality." However, it may be of little consolation for some poor

household to know that they can be better off in the future, especially if they
have no way of borrowing against this expectation.
Considering Spanish household quarterly income between waves a year apart
(see Table 2, top left results), from 11 to 24 percent of quarterly income inequality
is found to be transitory. For the U.K., Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) obtain a value
of R of 0.95 using the Gini and 0.87 using the Theil index.6 The results on R for
Spain are extremely similar to those obtained for the U.K.: 0.95 using the Gini
and 0.89 using the Theil index. Thus, if within-quarter (e.g. monthly) mobility
could be computed for the Spanish sample a similar or slightly higher stability
would be found for Spain.
These resl_?!ts,however, assume the use o f comparable datasets One should
insist on the need for further research on comparability problems in the study of
household income dynamics.'
Shorrocks (1981) takes the rigidity index R further and constructs a so-called
"stability profiles." The shape of these curves helps first, to view sample group
differences in mobility and second, to identify whether income changes are primarily short-run fluctuations which might be associated with "transitory
incomes" or whether they indicate changes in "permanent income." In order to
illustrate previous results on R and in a first attempt to differentiate degrees of
income mobility for different household types, stability profiles have been
constructed for Spain (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Stability Profiles for Spain, Households, Balanced Panel
Source: Own construction using ECPF.
Note: The sample size is constant for all R index calculations and is equal to 4,429 households
who are observed during all eight interviews in the survey.
"hey use data on two waves of the yearly based BHPS (monthly income).
'A further reason for caution in the interpretation of results is that some of the results for Spain
could mclude some selection of households. It could be the case that households which are observed
during the whole sampling period are those who are least income mobile, i.e. immobile households
could be an increasing percentage of the sample as the number of interviews increases.

The curves depicted in Figure 1 show a permanently decreasing pattern of
the R index, in a continuous egalitarian trend as the time-horizon is stretched:
the structure one would expect if total life-time incomes were identical and total
inequality and R tend to 0 as m (periods) increases. In this sense, however, no
conclusions on life-time permanent or transitory income changes can be obtained
when the accounting period covers only two years of data. As Shorrocks (1981)
indicates, one needs around 4-5 years of data to be able to make some statements
on these issues. A general result from Figure 1 is that the inequality-reducing
impact of income mobility in a two-year period and centering on middle incomes
(Gini) is relatively small (I0 percent after two years) compared to that when
centering on high incomes (Theil): 20-25 percent.
Shonocks Index R

Figure 2. Stability Profiles Using the Gini by Head's Age, Spain
Source: Own construction using ECPF.
Note: The sample size is constant for all R index calculations and is equal to 3,460 households
who are observed during all eight interviews in the survey and whose composition did not change
along the period.

The dynamics of household income are often studied looking at the dynamics
of earnings of household members-see for example Lillard and Willis (1978);
Creedy et al. (1981); Gottshalk (1982); Gustafsson (1994) or Bigard et al.
(1998)~-and rarely looking at the dynamics of total household equivalized
i n ~ o m eAll
. ~ results on the dynamics of individual earnings are barely comparable
to household equivalent income mobility results. This is due to the expected instability of equivalized income over time due to demographic and socioeconomic
changes in the household at certain stages of the household's life (i.e. household
'A good review of this literature appears in Atkinson et al. (1992).

'initial work in this field appears in Hart (1976) and (1981); Atkinson and Cowell (1983); Creedy
(1985). More recent contributions are Berghman and Nirven (1991), Bird (1991) and Hungerford
(1993).

members' life-cycle). In fact, explaining household income dynamics is a difficult
job. It is harder than explaining individual earnings dynamics, mostly because of
the much larger range of events that affect its value. Labor market decisions of
different household members as well as increases in earnings of any member,
together with the arrival or departure of members from the household, imply
changes in the value of income or equivalent household income.
As Bigard et ul. (1998) indicate, mobility decisions are likely to differ along
the life-cycle of the individual. Thus, the stage of life of household's members is
an important determinant of it's potential income mobility. We have constructed
the household members' life-cycle indicator using a proxy: the age of the household head. Stability profiles are calculated for different age groups and are
depicted in Figure 2. In order to best capture the "age effect," we have selected
a sample of households in which no changes in composition occur during the two
year observation period (78 percent of total balanced sample).
Looking at the results for R in the different age groups, even if there is no
clear correlation of R with age, the group of households with a higher income
instability in a two year window for this Spanish sainple are those whose head is
over 45 and below 65 years of age. Most likely, these households are those whose
youngest members are more likely to enter the labor market and whose oldest
members are transiting into retirement. This imposes a higher total equivalized
income mobility for these groups. The groups of households with higher income
stability have heads with ages in the range between 16 and 45 years of age or
over 65. Within the first group, the most stable ones range from 35 to 45 years
of age indicating that these household's socioeconomic structure is rather permanent over a two-year time horizon. Finally, the group of households whose head
is over 65 years of age show a small transitory component of income. This group
includes pensioner households whose socioeconomic characteristics were already
expected to be rather permanent over time.
3. INCOMEMOBILITYOVER TIME
All the reported results on income mobility in Spain refer to a mean for the
period starting in March 1985 and finishing in December 1992. We have made
no attempt to distinguish between levels of mobility for each period. It is, nevertheless, particularly interesting to determine the evolution of income mobility during the period in order to find out in what way income mobility in Spain is shifting
and, therefore, to be able to answer questions like: Which years register a higher
value of income mobility? Is income mobility increasing or decreasing as income
inequality decreases? If mean income mobility is similar to that found in the U.K.,
does one expect this to change?
The measure we have chosen to present results on changes of the level of
income mobility over time is the Shorrocks index of mobility M. This index is
proposed in Shorrocks (1978a). Unlike the R measure, this index is very useful
to compare transition matrices for identical income receipt periods in different
moments in time. The index uses the information in the diagonal of the transition
matrix (i.e. the percentages of households who do not change decile) and relates
it to the total possible mobility within the diagonal: M = [n - trace(P)]/(n- I), n
being the number of groupings (decile= 10) and P the decile transition matrix.

The maximum level of the mobility index using decile matrices is 1 (obtained if
all households move to a different decile and given that the minimum trace of
the transition matrix is 1) and the minimum is 0 (obtained if all households remain
in the same decile).
The level of income mobility in Spain has been permanently increasing from
1985 up to 1991. It is only in 1992 when it shows some decrease (see Figure 3).
During the first part of the period, as shown in Figure 3, income inequality was
Shorrocks Index of Mobility M and G i Inequality Index
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Figure 3. Shorrocks Index of Mobility and Gini Inequality Index Over Time, Spain
Source: Own construction using ECPF.
Note: M Mobility is mobility between two consecutive quarters

decreasing while from 1988 onwards income inequality stabilizes. The income
distribution during the years from 1985 up to 1991 registered an always larger
percentage of households in the distribution moving somewhere away from their
initial decile in the next quarter. In fact, if the income distribution tends to concentrate (a reduction of inequality), deciles reduce their width and households are
more likely to move. If this was to be unaffected by other variables, one would
expect that increases in inequality would reduce mobility and decreases in
inequality would increase mobility. Even if not directly implied by this result, a
further implication of it could be that if two given countries register a similar
degree of income inequality their income mobility indices would also show some
similarity. The actual level of inequality measured in Spain at first interview (a
mean for the period 1985-92) is a Gini index of 0.302. For the U.K. at the BHPS
first interview (1991) the Gini index is reported by Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) to
be 0.309, quite similar to the Spanish one. This empirical evidence seems to follow
the expected pattern.
In terms of the trend in inequality both countries are, in principle, quite
different. The degree of inequality in Spain between 1985 and 1989-90 has been
permanently decreasing and from 1990 onwards is quite stable while in the U.K.,
inequality displayed an increasing trend in the early 1990s (see Jenkins, 1996).

The degree of mobility in Spain has been almost permanently increasing from
1985 until 1991 and was slightly decreasing in 1992. Unfortunately, results of
income mobility over time for the U.K. are not yet available from the BHPS. In
this sense, it is difficult to determine if the trend of income mobility for, at least,
a representative group of countries, is, in some way, influenced by the evolution
of inequality and in which direction the effect goes. One could say that for a
similar income inequality some similar income mobility is found for these two
countries, but little can be inferred in terms of the causality between these facts.

The first difficulty one encounters in the study of the pattern of income
mobility within the income distribution is the need to define discrete groups of
households according to their level of equivalent income. The choice of income
groups is largely arbitrary and, in general, tends to take the form prevalent in the
literature to allow for the comparison of results. The income distribution has been
divided in deciles and transition matrices have been constructed for various
income accounting periods and different moments in time. The knowledge of the
departure and destination decile of all households allows for the study of mobility
in terms of pattern and range.
The ECPF interview structure permits the comparison of the levels of
mobility for quarterly, six-month, nine-month and yearly income.1° Results
appear in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
TABLE 3
OVERALLMOBILITYMEASURESUSING INCOMEDECILES,HOUSEHOLDS
(OECD SCALE)
Accounting Period
Observations

Quarterly
(17,657)

Six Months
(13,230)

Nine Months
(8,331)

Yearly
(4,429)

Overall mobility
?/o Sample remaining in same decile group
%I Sample remaining in same decile or
neighbor group
Range and direction of move
'!h Movers moving just one decile above
'4Movers moving just one decile below
% Movers moving one or two deciles above
% Movers moving one or two deciles below
'!h Movers moving more than two deciles
% Movers moving more than two deciles
above
'XI Movers moving more than two deciles
below

There is much mobility from year to year and within the year (see Table 3).
The range of the moves is rather short. Regarding a yearly accounting period,
79 percent of households remain in the same or neighboring decile and only 14
10

This structure is similar to that of the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) or
the Census Population Survey (CPS) in the U.S.
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TABLE 4
INCOMEMOBILITYAND PERSISTENCEOF LOW INCOMEHOUSFHOLDS(OECD SCALE)
Accounting Period
Overall mobility
% Sample remaining in same decile group
'41Sample remaining in same decile or
neighbor group
Range and direction of move
% Movers moving just one decile above
% Movers moving just one decile below
'YOMovers moving one o r two decles above
%I Movers moving one o r two deciles below
% Movers moving more than two deciles

Quarterly

Six Months

Nine Months

Yearly

42.8

48.7

46.9

44.2

76.1

81.8

81.2

82.2

34.7
23.4
51.7
27.0
21.2

35.5
27.4
50.5
30.7
18.7

30.9
33.7
46.5
37.0
16.3

23.1
44.9
74.1
50.3
15.3

Note A low Income household 1s a household whose total equivalent Income 1s w l t h ~ nthe first
three deciles of the Income d i s t r ~ b u t ~ o n

TABLE 5
INCOMEMOBILITYAND PERSISTENCEOF HIGH INCOMEHOUSEHOLDS(OECD SCALE)
Accounting Period
Quarterly

Six Months

Nine Months

Yearly

Overall mobility
'% Sample remaining in same decile group
'!A Sample remaining in same decile or
neighbor group
Range and direction of move
YOMovers moving just one decile above
'%I Movers moving just one decile below
%I Movers moving one o r two deciles above
% Movers moving one o r two deciles below
%I Movers moving more than two deciles
Note: A high income household is a household whose total equivalent income is within the last
three deciles of the income distribution.

percent of households jump more than two deciles (Table 3, last column). If they
do change their income level, the persistence of this move is larger if the movement is downwards than if it is upwards (large upward moves are as likely as
large downward moves using yearly income, but the former is more likely using
within-year income).
The differences in stability of income due to the accounting period considered are important. Income receipt periods greater than a quarter but below a
year, particularly six-month periods, register a higher level of stability in income
with respect to shorter or larger accounting periods (Table 3, second row: 80.7
and 80.2 instead of 75.5). The larger the income accounting period, the lower the
stability of very short-range upward moves (one decile moves) and, also, very
short-range downward moves are more stable (see Table 3, 3rd row of results and
see Table 3, 4th row). This confirms the short-term characteristic of upward
moves with respect to that of downward moves in the income distribution. Thus,
entering low-income could mean staying within the low-income group for longer

than exiting low-income would mean staying within the higher income group.
Stability levels are similar using quarterly income as compared to using yearly
income. There is, however, more movement upwards and less movement downwards in the distribution when using quarterly than when using yearly income
(Table 3, first and last columns).
Another important issue to look at is the pattern of income mobility at the
different levels of the income distribution. Low income is defined as a level of
equivalent household income within the first three income deciles, similarly high
income is defined as a level of equivalent household income within the last three
deciles of the income distribution. Middle income households are those lying in
between. Comparing the percentage of households remaining in the same deci!e
group, more stability is found at the top than at the bottom of the income distribution. The highest income instability is registered by households in the middle
of the income distribution (see Tables 4 and 5). Movers in the middle part of the
income distribution move more often downwards than upwards. There is less
mobility in the tails than in the middle of the income distribution. 24 percent of
middle income households remain in the same decile the next quarter (1st and
2nd interviews) while 48 percent of high income households and only 42 percent
of low income households do so. A larger difference in mobility is found for
these last two groups using yearly household income: 53 percent and 44 percent
respectively. The same result is found restricting the low income group to the first
decile of the income distribution (extreme poverty) and the high income group to
the last decile of the distribution (extreme richness): the degree of mobility of the
poorest decile is larger than that of the richest one, 28 percent of the poorest
households move out from their decile while only 23 percent of the richest households do so."
Yearly income results on mobility are not directly comparable with those
obtained by Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) for the U.K. due to the income receipt
period these authors use. Their income receipt period is the month prior to interview while for the Spanish sample it is total income of the year before interview.
Even if part of the persistence difference between the U.K. and Spain is due
to the accounting period definition, if the receipt period is restricted to the
quarter before interview for the Spanish sample as in Section 2.2 (best possible
approximation to monthly data using the ECPF), some comparisons can be
undertaken. The percentage of individuals remaining in the same decile group
after a year is very similar in both countries: 37 percent for the U.K. and Spain.
A slightly higher level of persistence is nevertheless found in the British sample.
Households remaining in the same or neighboring decile are 76 percent of the
total sample for the U.K. and 73 percent for Spain. Also, short-range movements
in the income distribution are somewhat more common in the U.K. than in Spain.
Both the poorest and the richest decile groups have a larger persistence in
their income in Spain compared to the U.K. This difference in persistence is larger
for the extremely poor group (i.e. first decile group). For Spain, 50.2 percent of
the individuals within the first decile group do not change decile a year after,
"see Canto (1996) or Canto (1998) for an exploration of the dynamics of poverty among households in Spain.

while in the U.K. it is only 45 percent of the group that remains in the decile. If
income mobility is similar or lower in Spain than in the U.K., as appears to be
suggested by previous mobility indices, this difference in mobility is due to a lower
mobility of households in deciles at the extremes of the distribution. In measuring
the degree of mobility of the low income group compared to that of the richest
income group, Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) find higher stability at the top than at
the bottom of the British income distribution. Results are similar for Spain with
the difference of slightly higher stability in both groups for this country with
respect to the U.K. However, this result may be strongly affected by the underestimation of within-quarter mobility for the Spanish data.
It is interesting to discover the evolution of income mobility over time for
different deciles within the income distribution. Unfortunately, the M index is
not group decomposable so there is a need to construct some other mobility
measure. A very simple one which is highly related to the index M is the percentage of households who are movers (change at least one decile) within those in
low, middle or high income groups. This measure has been sometimes called the
immobility ratio (see Lillard and Willis, 1978 or Gottshalk, 1982). Its inverse, the
proportion mobile or gross mobility, was also proposed by Bibby (1975) as a first
approach measuring mobility.'* Results appear in Figure 4.
Percentage of movers
80

Year - 3rd and 4th Quarter
-Low

Income Households

-X-

Middle Income Households

+High

Income Households

Figure 4. Percentage of Movers by Income Groups, Spain
Source: Own construction using ECPF.

Figure 4 shows that all groups increased (almost all through the increasingmobility period) their degree of mobility. Thus, even if instability is higher in the
middle income group, the increase in mobility through time also takes place
within the lowest part of the distribution. Also, if we calculate confidence intervals
12

See Gustafsson (1994) for a calculation of a similar immobility ratio for Sweden using quintile
transition matrices.
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for the index by bootstrapping, the high income group evolution is not significantly different from that of the low income group.13 However high income
households mobility appears to show a slightly different pattern towards the end
of the period: in 1992 the percentage of mobile households is significantly (95
percent confidence interval) lower.

The level of intra-distributional mobility of equivalent household income in
Spain between 1985 and 1992 has been calculated using various income mobility
measwes. The degree of rr?obi!ity is high: .round 2 60 percent of heuseho!ds
change decile from one year to the next. In terms of the pattern of mobility, the
range of the moves is found to be rather short: 14 percent of households in the
sample move more than two deciles in the distribution in a year's time. However,
if movements are large, their persistence over time is larger if the movement is
downwards than if it is upwards in the income distribution. Middle income households (the four middle deciles) have a higher instability of income than households in the tails of the distribution. Surprisingly, a potential determinant of a
household's level of income mobility, the stage at which a household is, shows
no clear correlation with income mobility.
Income mobility also has been shown to have an increasing trend from 1985
until 1991 and a decreasing one for the period 1991-92. If the income distribution
is less concentrated at first interview than at second interview (moments for which
the mobility indices are calculated), the width of each income decile decreases in
absolute terms and one would expect an increasing degree of mobility between t
and t + 1. Thus, the income inequality trend in the period could be strongly linked
to the income mobility trend. Given that income inequality in Spain was slightly
decreasing until the end of 1989 and was stable for the rest of the period, it
appears that while income inequality was decreasing, income mobility was
increasing and that the stagnation of income inequality goes together with a
decrease in mobility. Thus, the expected relationship between income inequality
and income mobility is not rejected by empirical results although more research
in comparability issues is to be done. However, the reasons for the detected evolution of these trends are not straightforward, not to mention the existence of
some causality between them.
In terms of the comparison of these results with those for other countries it
should be noted that, until now, little empirical research has been done on
mobility issues from the point of view of the households as a unit. This is due to
the fact that the dynamics of equivalent household income are difficult to explain
due to the large amount of events that affect their value at a given moment. This
is why most studies in the literature center their efforts on the study of the dynamics of individual earnings instead of the dynamics of household income. Only
recently has some work on equivalent household income dynamics been done for
Germany, the U.K. and the U.S. These results are the only ones for which comparisons are undertaken. The level of intra-distributional mobility of equivalent
13

A thousand repetitions bootstrap method was implemented.

household income in Spain between 1985 and 1992 proves to be similar to that
found for the U.K. at the beginning of the 1990s. Also, similarly to that found
by Jarvis and Jenkins (1996) for the U.K., more stability is found at the top of
the income distribution (three top deciles) than at the bottom (three lowest
deciles). The percentage of individuals who remain in the same decile a year later
is also similar in Spain and in the U.K. although a somewhat higher level of
persistence is found in the U.K. when considering stability in a wider view: staying in the same or neighboring decile. Thus, short-range movements out of all
movements are more common in the U.K. than in Spain. Comparisons of
mobility indices, however, should be interpreted with caution due to differences
i n the income concept and income accounting periods used.
APPENDIX-ECPF DATASETSAMPLES
TABLE A1
ORIGINALECPF PANELSAMPLESIZES
1st quarter

3rd quarter

2nd quarter

4th quarter

2,991
2,942
3,040
3,110
3,067
3,015
3,100
3,070

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Interviews

Figure A l . Number of Interviews to the 20,985 Households in the ECPF Between the First Quarter
of 1985 and Last Quarter of 1992
Note: This figure shows the number of households which completed a certain number of interviews in the ECPF. For example, 4,429 households completed all eight interviews in the panel and
conform to the balanced sample used in all calculations.
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